Intrafraction Motion Management of Renal Cell Carcinoma With Magnetic Resonance Imaging-Guided Stereotactic Body Radiation Therapy.
One of the major challenges in stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) of renal cell carcinoma is internal motion during treatment. Previous literature has aimed to mitigate the effects of motion by expanding the treatment margins or respiratory tracking. Online magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-guided radiation therapy has the potential to further improve the treatment of renal cell carcinoma by direct visualization of the tumor during treatment. The efficacy of 2 motion management techniques were assessed: tumor trailing and respiratory tracking. The simulation of a single-fraction, MRI-based SBRT was performed to quantify intrafraction motion and assess the efficacy of the different motion management strategies. Fifteen patients were included in the study. At the beginning and end of the scanning protocol, 2 cine-MRI scans were acquired to assess cyclic respiratory motion. In addition, 3-dimensional spoiled gradient echo scans were acquired at 4 different time points to assess the slow drifts over 25 minutes. The systematic and random errors owing to intrafraction drift were calculated, as well as the random error induced by respiratory motion. The motion margins were calculated for tumor trailing and respiratory tracking and compared with the margin when no motion compensation would be performed to assess the relative efficacy of each technique. The largest respiratory tumor motion was observed along the caudo-cranial direction with a median 95% maximum amplitude of approximately 12 mm. ΣDRIFT, σDRIFT, and σRESP were determined to be 1.0 mm 1.8 mm, and 3.8 mm, respectively. Without mechanical immobilization, intrafraction drift accounted for 75% of the total intrafraction motion margin for online midposition-based SBRT treatments. The contribution of intrafraction drift to the total internal motion margin is much larger than periodic respiratory motion. This makes tumor trailing a viable option to consider on the MRI linac because it allows for 3-dimensional MRI acquisitions during beam delivery, which simplifies the introduction of new techniques, such as dose accumulation and online intrafraction replanning.